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Historic Euents

7go2 A. H. Brooks and D. L. Raeburn, of the Geological-Survey, United
States Department of the Interior, made a survey of this mountain

.r.rg. u.rd were the first white men to set foot upon the slopes of
Mount McKinleY.

l9O3 Muy. A party under leadership o-f Jy-dg9 James 
lVickersham made

the'first 
"it.rript 

to climb Mouirt MtKinley but was not successful.

1910 \Tilliam Taylor and Pete Anderson made the first successful ascent

of the north peak of Mount McKinley.

tgl3 First party under Archdeacon Hudson Stuck and Harry Karstens

reache^d summit of the south peak of the mountain.

tgtT Mount McKinley established as a national park by act of Congress.

7932 The Lindley-Liek party climbed both the north and south peaks.

They *.t. lhe first^ exiedition to accomplish this feat.

t934 First ascent made of both peaks of Mount Foraker by C. S. Houston,

Dr. T. G. Brown, and G. C. lVaterston.

1942 Both peaks of Mount McKinley reached by seven members of the

Army'Test Expedition, who liv6d on the glaciers and the mountain

while testing *inter equipment and supplies.

'1947 Mrs. $Tashburn, wife of group leader Bradford N7ashburn' was

first woman to reach the top of Mount McKinley. There were also

seven men on the ascent which was part of "Operations !7hite
Tower," organized for scientific observations and for motion-
picture recording of a climbing grouP.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Douglas McKaY, SecretarY

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, Conrad L' \lirth, Director



Season-May 1 to October 31

Mount McKinl.y
NATIONAL PARK
MoUNT T{CKINLEY NATIONAL PARK,

situated in south-central Alaska, was

established by act of Congress approved

F'ebruary 26, 1917, and on Jantary 30,

1922, w^s enlarged to 2,645 sguare

miles. On March 19, L932, Congress

approved an extension on the north

and east sides, enlarging it to a gross

area of 1,939,493 acres.

The principal scenic feature of the

park is mighty Mount McKinley, the

highest peak on the North American

Continent. This majestic mountain rears

its snow-covered head high into the

clouds, reaching an altitude of 20,269

feet above sea level, and rises 17,000

feet above timberline. On its north and

west sides McKinley rises abruptly from

a plateau only 2,t00 to 3,000 feet high.

For two-thirds of the way down from

its summit it is enveloped in snow

throughout the year. Denali, "home of
the sun," was the name given to this

impressive snow-clad mountain by the

early Indians.

Near Mount McKinley are Mount

Foraker, with an elevation of t7,3t7
feet; Mount Hunter, 14,580 feet; and

Mount Russell, rising 11,670 feet above

sea level.

Glaciers

All of the largest northward-flowing

glaciers of the Alaska Range rise on the

ice-covered slopes of Mount McKinley
and Mount Foraker. Of these the larg-

est are the Herron, having its source in
the n6v6 6elds of Mount Foraker; the

Peters, which encircles the northwest

end of Mount McKinley; and the

Muldrow, whose front is about 11

miles northeast of Mount McKinley and

whose source is in the unsurveyed heart

of the range. The fronts of all of these

glaciers for a distance of one-fourth to

one-half mile are deeply buried in rock

debris. Along the crest line arc many

The National Park System, of which Mount McKinley National Park is a unit, is
dedicated to the conservation of America's scenic, scientific, and historic heritage for
the benefit and enjolment of the people.
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overrode some of the lower foothills,
while in the high regions were the ex-

tensive n6v6 fields which fed the ice

streams.

Mountain Climbing

As Mount McKinley is the highest

mountain in North America and prob-

ably the tallest mountain in the world
from its base, it is a challenge for moun-

tain climbers. Because of the hazards,
permission to attempt an ascent must be

obtained from the park superintendent.
In addition to experience in the usual
techniques of climbing, knowledge of
great glaciers is necessary because of
crevasses and snow avalanches. Pro-
longed storms, with subzero tempera-
tures, are so severe that ascents have
beeo abandoned, with success otherwise
within reach.

Mammals and Birds

As a park attraction, the animal life
of Mount McKinley National Park is

surpassed only by Denali itself. Up to
the present time, 112 kinds of birds and

35 kinds of mammals have been defi-
nitely identified within park boundaries.
About 80 out of the total number of
birds recorded are known to nest within
the park. Nearly all of these breeding
species are found in the summer along
the regular routes of tourist travel.

Because of limited space, only a few
outstanding species ate listed here.

Some of them, such as the willow ptar-
migan and the caribou, are not found in
any other national park; while the eggs

of the surfbird and the wandering tattler
have been found in Mount McKinley
National Park and nowhere else in the
entire world.

Caribou.-Though many thousand
caribou graze within McKinley Park,
their roving disposition makes their
whereabouts at any given time uncertain,
and this feature imparts real zest to the
quest of those who would seek them or.rt.

They travel singly, in pairs, or in small
bands, while a herd of hundreds may be
seen on a certain day and have vanished
the next. Then, too, the search may lead
anywhere from the low-lying barrens to

GLACIERS FLOWING FROM ALASKA RANGE. Photo bv Btadt'otd lYathbttt'

smaller glaciers, including some of the

hanging type.

The greatest glaciers of the Alaska

Range are on its southern slope, which
is exposed to the moisture-laden winds

of the Pacific, and lie in the basin of the

Yentna and Chulitna Rivers. These

have their source high up in the loftiest

parts .of the range and extend south far

beyond the boundaries of the Park.
All of the glaciers aPPear to be re-

treating, but so far little direct proof
has been obtained of the rate of reces-

sion.
On the inland front but little mo-

rainic material is left along the old
tracks of the glaciers, and it appears that

most of the frontal debris is removed by

the streams as fast as it is laid down.

During the Pleistocene period mosi

of the valleys and lowlands of the region

were filled vyith glacial ice. This ice also

!
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A DALL SHEEP LOOKS CURIOUSLY AT THE
PHOTOGRAPHER.

the high steep ridges of the Alaska and

Secondary Ranges.

Related to these North American cari-

bou are the domesticated reindeer of
"Santa Claus" fame, which have been

introduced elsewhere into Alaska and

have increased enormously. They are

merely an Old S7orld race which is

smaller and darker than the caribou,

with much shorter legs. These two are

the only members of the deer family in
which both sexes have antlers. Large
brow tines, or "shovels," extend well for'
ward over the nose, adding to the gro-

tesque appearance of the huge antlers.

Fair-sized caribou bulls stand about 4

feet at the shoulders and weigh over 350

pounds. In September when their coats

are at.their best, the body appears brown,

with a conspicuous white neck and long

white beard, the white eitending back

over the point of the shoulder and con-

tinuing as a band along the sides. The

cows are colored much like the bulls, ex-

cept that the pelage often appears paler

throughout. The neck is gray rather

than white, and the lateral stripe is not

prominent. At birth, calves are light
broi,n and faintly spotted.

Almost anywhere in the park the pres-

ence of caribou is indicated by the well-

defined trails through the tundra. In

some localities there are battered willows
which the animals have used for rubbing
the velvet ofi their antlers. Caribou also

visit the licks, where their large, round-

ed, cowlike tracks give plain evidence of
their visitations.

Alaska Moose.-The Alaska moose

is the largest animal found in Mount
McKinley National Park. It is larger

than a horse, large males weighing as

much as 1,700 pounds. It has the dis-

tinction of being the largest member of
the deer family. In addition to this,

the moose reaches its maximum size in
Alaska. The males are distinguished

by bearing broadly palmated antlers,

which grow to tremendous size, some

having a spread of over 63 inches. Both

sexes carry a "bell" or "dewlap" on the

throat; this peculiar appendage is merely

a loose, pendant fold of skin, which
hangs down several inches at the middle
of the throat. The moose is an ungainll'
creature, with a muscular, overhanging
m:uzzle and high shoulders, which may

have a height of 7 feet 8 inches from
the ground, and slope abruptly to the

hind quarters.

In color the Alaska moose ranges

from dark brown to almost black, be-

coming lighter on the belly and under



parts. At a distance, the moose appears

to be a jet-black animal. The young
moose when first born are reddish brown
in color, without spots. Twin offspring
appear to be as common as single births.

During the summdr months, moose

are likely to be encountered along the

v,illow thickets and margins of spruce

timber. In the winter, they are found
along the lower streams in the park.

Alaska Mountain Sheep, - The
white Alaska mountain (called Dall)
sheep are among the handsomest ani-
mals of the Mount McKinley region and

the most fascinating to pursue and ob-

serve. Perhaps no other locality pre-

sents such abundant opportunity for
their study in large numbers at close

range. Two important distinguishing
characteristics of this species are the
white color and slender, widely curved

horns. In contrast, the bighorn sheep

of the United States have a sandy-brown
color, and the horns are heavier and

more closely curled. A good-sized ram

of the Alaska sheep will stand about 39
inches at the shoulders and weigh
approximately 200 pounds.

The single young is born during early
May in sheltered nooks, under protect-
ing cliffs. Twins rarely occur. Though
soon able to follow their mothers about,

the lambs spend the first few weeks of
their lives close to the rocks for protec-
tion against their enemies. By June they

dare to venture out on the grassy slopes

where they may be seen scampering
about in little bands of 4 to 10 under the
watchful eye of some old ewe. Playing
follow-the-leader over the rocks and

steep places, they gain practice in the

agility and sure-footedness so necessary

to their existence. A lamb can easily

negotiate a vertical jump of 6 feet.
The best places to see bands of sheep

during the tourist season are on the

slopes of Igloo Creek and the East Fork
and Toklat Rivers.

One of the problems in park adminis-

tration is the maintenance of sheep in

RED FOX FORAGING IN THE SNO\(/.
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numbers and at the same time to assure

the presence of wolves, as these animals

ate a rate sight for the visitor.
Toklat Grizzly Bear,-To watch a

Toklat grizzly bear in his native habitat

in Mount McKinley National Park is to

enjoy one of the rarest treats which the

park affords. The most consPicuous

evidence of the presence of grizzly bears

is to be found in the numerous small,

craterlike holes which dot the tundra.

These miniature craters are the holes left
where grizzly bears have dug out ground

squirrels.
Otber animals.-CommonlY seen in

the park are the red fox, hoary marmot,

parka squirrel, and porcupine. \Tolver-

ine, lynx, wolf, coyote, beaver, marten,

mink, snowshoe hare, and Alaska cony

are also in the Park.
Sbort-Billed Gull.-Yisitors to the

McKinley district frequently exPress sur-

prise at the number of "sea gulls" that

breed there over 300 miles inland, far

removed from the salt water of the sea-

coast. The common gull of the McKin-

ley region is the short-billed, although

a few of the larger hering gulls are also

present. The latter sPecies may easily

be recognized by its great size. The

short-billed gull is of medium size, hav-

ing a length, from tip of tail to end of
bill, of 17 or 18 inches. These birds are

pure white below, while the mantle is

pearl gray. The bill is clear yellow,

without any decided spot or ring. The

feet are olive green.

Ptannigan.- In Mount McKinley

National Park there are three species of
ptarmigan which belong to the grouse

family. The more common form, the

willow ptarmigan, is generally to be

found in the willow bottoms and is note-

worthy because it occurs in no other

national park. The willow ptarmigan

has a variety of calls, and the cock has a

characteristic "crou'ing" which often
awakens the visitor at midnight or in the

early morning hours. The rock ptarmi-
gan, a little smaller than the willow ptar-

migan, is found from the more oPen

tundra bordering the rivers to the top of
the steep hills. It has a long guttural

call. The third and smallest species, the

white-tailed ptarmigan, in the summer

lives principally on the mountain tops

near the heads of the valleys. This
species has a call like a scream. All
three of these Arctic grouse are white in
wioter and brown in summer.

Sufibiril.-The surfbird is one of the

most elusive avian citizens of Mount
McKinley National Park. For neady

150 years, since the species was first

given its scientific name, its nest and

eggs remained unknown. The surfbird
winters in South America, as far south as

the Strait of Magellan. It breeds among

the mountain tops of central Alaska.

Twice each year, in migration, it trav-

erses the Pacific coast of North and

South America.
On May 28, 1926, the first and only

nest of this rare bird known to science

was discovered and recorded by Joseph
Dixon and George tDTright (The Con-

dor, vol. XXIX, PP. 3-16, Jamtary
1927).

For those who are keenly interested in

bird life, to catch a glimpse of the elu-

sive surfbird, or, better yet, to find its
nest, will mark the achievement of the

rarest ornithological experience that the

park has to offer.
V an d.erin g T at tl er.-Only two nests

of this shorebird have been found and

both of them were discovered in Mount
McKinley National Park by Olaus and

Adolph Murie. Both nests were found

on gravel bars. The birds are about the

size of a killdeer plover and are dark

slate-colored, blending well with the

10



gravel bars on which tl.rey are generally

found.
Other birds,-Golden eagle, golden

plover, jaeger, raven, and several species

of hawks and owls may be seen. Of the

many small birds, iunco, snow bunting,
robin, varied thrush, redpoll, several

kinds of woodpeckers, Alaska jay, white-
crowned sparrow, and magpie are nu-

merous in summer. Of these, the jays

and magpies are especially consPicuous

in winter. Ducks and other water birds

frequent the many lakes and ponds.

Trees and Plants

The white spruce, with its somber

foliage and tawny cones, is the common-

est evergreen tree in the park.
The graceful white birch is found in

the lower valleys. The cottonwoods and

the quaking aspen are near the streams.
\Willows are abundant, ranging from
small trees in favorable localities through
the shrublike forms, until they dwindle
to matlike growths on the mountain

slopes. T'o escape the rigors of the cli-
mate, these latter hide their tortuous

woody stems underground, thrusting
only the catkins of their flowers and a

few conspicuously net-veined leaves to

the surface during the brief summer.

The erect dark-red catkins of dwarf
willow are common near Savage River.

Shrubs.-Ahe thickets which clothe

the valleys and the lower slopes of the

mountains are composed of many varie-

ties of shrubs, principally the dwarf
birch, or "Buckbrush," a dull green in
sllmmer but flaming scarlet and orange

at the touch of frost. The shrubby

cinquefoil shows bright-yellow buiter-

cuplike flowers. The blueberry yields

berries that are an important source of
food to Indian and white man alike.

The pleasantly fragrant Labrador-tea has

rusty underleaf surfaces and clusters of
snow-white flowers. The bearberry

grows in dense mats and shows glandu-

lar dotted leaves and crimson berries.

The only prickly shrub in the park is the

lovely wild rose.

THE ELUSIVE SURFBIRD.



POLYCHROME PASS.

H e r b a c e o tt s Plants,-Scattered
through the ground cover are the deli-

cately tinted pink and blue heads of va-

lerian and the drooping bells, ranging in

color from deepest pink to palest blue,

of the bluebells, also known as chiming

bells or languid ladies. As the summer

advances, the large-flowered blue lark-

spur and the monkshood thrust their

showy blossoms above the thicket

growth.
In the shade of the spruces, the broad

white bracts of the low bunchberry or

dogwood glimmer in the early part of
the season, while in the fall they show

bunches of bright red berries. The deli-

cate pink bells of the twin flower cover

the old mossy logs, and the crowberry,

with its tiny awl-shaped needles and

shiny black berries, twines over the moss

and lichens. Diminutive pyrolas in
white and pink space their waxy bells

along their stems. Near the park en-

trance and at most lower altitudes the

fireweed covers all otherwise unoccupied

space with its sheet of bright pink flow-

ers. Only occasionally does one find the

tall fumitory with its finely divided

leaves and lyre-shaped and yellow-tipped

pink blossoms.

In the sandy river bed and along the

roadside the large-flowered water-willow

herb flames bright cerise, and the lemon-

yellow arctic PoPPy grows in scattered

clumps. A number of leguminous

plants populate the sandy bars, the pur-

ple vetch being the most conspicuous.

Farther up the valley a knotweed with
large rose-pink spikes is abundant and

contrasts sharply with the fragrant deep-

blue forget-me-not, the Territorial
flower.

Beds of the beautiful little shooting

stars occur in damp spaces, and on the

drier slopes grow great carpets of the

dryas, with white flowers somewhat re-

sembling strawberry blossoms. There is

also a yellow variety. \(hen the petals

t2
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fall they are succeeded by a tuft of silvery
seed plumes and are often found cover-
ing acres of the sandy gravel bars as well
as the mountain slopes. The foliage is
the favorite food of the mountain sheep
in the summer.

Climate

The average snowfall in winter varies
from 30 to 45 inches during the whole of
the season, while in the summer the total
precipitation never amounts to more
than 15 inches. Temperatures range
from 600 to 80o in the summer, and in
the winter, although at times the ther-
mometer reaches 45o and 50o below
zero, it usually averages io to 10o below.

During the summer months the sun
shines more than 18 hours a day. On

June 21, the longest day in the year, the
sun is visible at midnight from the top
of mountains approximately 4,000 feet
high, and photographs may be taken at
that time.

lJ7inter in this park has unique charm.
It is first announced by the flaming colors
of the frost-touched alder, dwarf birch,

cottonwood, willow, and quaking aspen.
In contrast to these are the great masses

of dark green spruce and, above timber
line, the sphagnum mosses and red-hued
rock outcroppings.

Fishing

Fishing is not one of the major at-
tractions of Mount McKinley National
Park. In some of the clear mountain
streams the arctic grayling may be caught
with artificial flies. In \Wonder Lake,
near the end of the park highway, there
are Mackinaw trout which attain 24
inches or more in length, but 2 is the
daily creel limit of these fish.

Fishing licenses are not required in
the park. Flowever, licenses should be
obtained before arrival at the park, as

some of the streams are beyond park
boundaries.

Roads and Trails

There are now 94.6 miles of excellent
gravel highway within the park, 6 miles
beyond the north boundary, and 4i

MCKINLEY PARK HOTEL.I



miles of the new Denali Highway, near

the southeast boundarY, that can be

driven over by a passenger car. It passes

Sanctuary River, Igloo Creek, Sable Pass,

East Fork River, Polychrome Pass, Tok-

lat River, Highway Pass, StonY Creek,

Stony Hill, Thorofare Pass, Camp Eielson

at Mile 66, and rVonder Lake, leaving

the park at Moose Creek and branching

out to several placer and quartz gold

mining operations. From many points

MOUNT MCKINLEY AS

SEEN FROM \TONDER
I-AKE. Canrs fhoto.

along the road, visitors have excellent

views of Mount McKinleY and other

peaks, as well as several of the smaller

active glaciers; and animals are always

seen.

A 4-mile trail leads down the canyon

of the Savage River from the highway

bridge through the mountains of the

outside range. Dall sheep, Toklat griz-
zlies, and hoary marmots frequently may

be seen along this trail.

r4



A fine foot trail, a mile and a half
long, leads from the McKinley Park
Hotel to Horseshoe Lake, which is close
to the Nenana River. This trail has been
made into a self-guiding nature trail
with 40 flowers, shrubs, and points of
interest labeled for the information of
the visitor. Here the activity of a

beaver colony can be observed and occa-

sionally photographed.
In general, the terrain of the park is

such that a person will experience little
difficulty in cross-country travel on foot
if equipped with adequate footgear. It
is an exhilarating experience to camera-
hunt for birds, mammals, and vegetation
away from the road and trails.

Administration

Mount McKinley National Park is

administered by the National Park Serv-
ice of the United States Department of
the Interior. The officer in immediate
charge is the superintendent. All com-
plaints, suggestions, and inquiries re-
garding the park should be adressed to
him at McKinley Park, Alaska.

Park headquarters are located at Mile
2 on the highway.

Travel Routes to Alaska

Four methods for reaching Alaska
may be used----ocean steamer, Yukon
River stern-wheeler boats, airplane, and
automobile. For leisurely summer trav-
eling either one of the two water meth-
ods might be preferred, as the routes
include scenic and historical interests
peculiar to the Northland. Airplane
service by major airlines is daily and
modern. The Alaska Highway across
Canada is well maintained, and accom-
modations and service stations are ade-

quate. As automobiles may be shipped
to and from Alaska, combinations of all
the travel methods may be arranged.

Public Accommodations

The Alaska Railroad is the only sur-
face transportation to the park. Visitors
usually board the train at Seward, the
ocean terminus, Anchorage, or Fairbanks.

Shipping private automobiles to the
park is considered worth while by most
visitors. The Alaska Railroad provides
a special low rate with a 30-day stop-
over privilege. Usual shipping point is
Fairbanks, the nearest town to the park.
Gasoline and oil are sold by the
McKinley Park Hotel.

A 3,000-foot landing field is at the
eastern end of the Trans-Park Highway
and is close to the hotel and the railroad
station.

McKinley Park Hotel is a modern
installation in every respect and is oper-
ated on the European plan.

Comfortable modern buses operate
daily during the summer from the
hotel to Mount Eielson, 66 miles out
on the Trans-Park Highway, where a

magnificent view of Mount McKinley
rnay be had.

Information on rates and reservations
rnay be obtained from the Manager,
McKinley Park Hotel, McKinley Park,
AIaska.

Public Campgrounds

Campgrounds are being prepared by
the National Park Service and will be

expanded as automobile travel increases.

Authorization for camping should be
obtained at park headquarters v.,hich are
2 miles out the highway from the rail-
road station.

L5



Help [-Is Protect This Park

TnE panr REGULATIoNs are designed

for the protection of the natural beauties

and scenery as well as for the comfort

and convenience of visitors. Complete

regulations may be examined at the office

of the superintendent of the park. The

following synopsis is for the general

guidance of visitors, who are requested

to assist in the administration of the park

by observing the rules.

The destruction, defacement, or dis-

turbance of buildings, signs, equipment,

or other proPerty, or of trees, flowers,

vegetation, or other natural conditions

and curiosities is prohibited.
Camping with tents is Permitted.

\il7hen in the vicinity of designated camp-

sites these sites must be used. Only

dead and down timber should be used

for fuel. All refuse should be burned

or buried.

Permission to build fires must be ob-

tained from the superintendent. Fires

shall be lighted only when necessary, and

when no longer needed shall be com-

pletely extinguished. They shall not be

built in duff or a location where a con-

flagration may result. No lighted cigar,

cigarette, or other burning material shall

be dropped in any grass, twigs, leaves,

or tree mold.
All hunting, killing, wounding,

frightening, capturing, or attempting to

kill, wound, frighten, or caPture any

wild bird or animal is prohibited. Fire-

arms are prohibited in the park, except

with the permission of the superintend-

ent.

Fishing in any manner other than

with hook and line is prohibited. Fish-

ing in particular waters may be sus-

pended by special regulations.

Cameras may be freely used in the

park for general scenic picture PurPoses.
Gambling in any form or the oPera-

tion of gambling devices, whether for
merchandise or otherwise, is prohibited'

Private notices or advertisements shall

not be posted or displayed in the park,

excepting such as the superintendent

deems necessary for the convenience and

guidance of the public.

Dogs and cats are prohibited on Gov-

ernment land, unless such animals are on

leash, crated, or otherwise under physi-

cal restrictive control at all times; how-

ever, the superintendent may designate

areas to which dogs and cats may not be

admitted.
Mountain climbing shall be under-

taken only with permission of the

superintendent.
The penalty for violation of the rules

and regulations is a fine of not more

than $500, or imprisonment not exceed-

ing 6 months, or both, togi:ther with all

costs of the proceedings.
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